Artist has developed an artwork concept that
•

Allows active hands on participation by all students from Inglewood Primary School
to create designs featuring the school community in the form of a self portrait to
commemorate the school’s 100 year anniversary.

•

References the natural environment with a focus on the schools location close to the
Swan River and acknowledging that this location was an important lakes and
wetlands area in early times.

•

Features images depicting the history of Inglewood Primary School from 1920, with
references to the school’s location and drawings of the Nyoongar history being
significant in the design

•

Is made up of two related artwork panels located on two of the exterior walls of the
undercover area facing into the quadrangle.

•

Uses natural colours for the main body of the artwork panels with accents of bright
and joyous colours (taken from the six Nyoongar seasons.) Red, Orange, Green, Blue,
Pink and yellow to reference the seasons of Birak, Bunuru, Djeran, Makuru, Djilba and
Kambarang

•

Celebrates the diverse nature of the schools population by exploring the theme of
community and belonging with drawings of “THIS IS ME” self portraits to be
incorporated into the artwork designs

COLOUR BANDS IN THE ARTWORK ARE BASED ON THE SIX NYOONGAR
SEASONS

Design 1
SIX SEASONS
and our school Community

Description of Design 1
“SIX SEASONS AND OUR SCHOOL COMMUNITY”
•

Lyrical design depicting a panel of hand made cream and ochre high fired stoneware tiles in
10 cm grid pattern background (featuring self portrait designs by each of the children)
overlaid with brightly glazed blue water tiles depicting the Swan River close to the school’s
location.

•

The artwork panel measures 4 meters by 1.8 metres and is located on the exterior brick wall
of the undercover area.

•

The coloured bands in the design represent the colours of the six Nyoongar Seasons.
Red, Orange, Green, Blue, Pink and Yellow.

•

The design has been carefully drawn to allow all children in the school to make a contribution
to the overall work with the artists aim being to maintain the integrity of the overall design as
a strong and striking statement with unity and coherence paramount.

Design 2
Our school community
celebrating 100 years
of Inglewood Primary School
1920 - 2020

Description of Design 2
Our school community celebrating 100 years of the history of
Inglewood Primary School
1920 - 2020
•

A Lyrical design located on another of the undercover area walls depicting an artwork of
cream and ochre background tiles in 10 cm grid pattern (designed by the children as self
portraits) with a section of the Swan River in brightly glazed blue tiles referencing back to
Imagery represented in Artwork 1.

•

Six bands of colours of the Six Nyoongar Seasons are layered between the childrens designs.

•

The work also has four screen printed images depicting a classroom at Inglewood Primary in
early days, a Kindy class in 1949, an image of the first Inglewood School building and pupils
and a location map of the first school site in 1914. The location map is located approximately
where it is in relation to that part of the Swan River that features in the design

•

There are also 2 images integrated into the design that are taken from drawings of Sandra
Hill, Nyoongar elder depicting a representation of Indigenous history of the Inglewood area.
Original designs to be supplied by Sandra after acceptance of the design concept and prior to
fabrication commencing.

•

This design bears the following text. “This artwork was designed by Jenny Dawson to
celebrate the 100th anniversary of Inglewood Primary School 1920-2020. It was created in
collaboration with the children of the school in 2020.”

Samples of childrens self portrait drawings

DESIGN EXERCISE FOR ALL THE CHILDREN OF INGLEWOOD PRIMARY SCHOOL

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

All children will be encouraged to create a design using the theme of ”THIS IS ME”
The designs will depict the childrens ideas of how they look with a restriction being it is a self
portrait of their head, hair, neck (and shoulders if they wish) (Not full body)
The designs will be produced as a line drawing in black and white using a pencil and /or black
texta pen.
The design space will be 10 cm by 10 cm however for children who find this restrictive they
may draw within a 20 cm square area.
The drawing exercise will be conducted by each of the classroom teachers with their
students.
The designs will be reproduced by Jenny Dawson (artist) onto clay tiles, coloured and fired
and integrated into the overall design of the artwork panels.
Each child may write their own name under their drawing.
The artist, Jenny Dawson, will supply each teacher a design exercise with some hints and
pointers on how to teach the children to draw their self portrait looking at proportions and
location points for eyes, ears, nose and mouth.
Teachers are also encouraged to draw a portrait of themselves to be part of this unique
opportunity to portray their school community in the 100th celebration of Inglewood Primary
School.

Final two artworks located on walls of the Undercover Area

Alternative location choice for artwork 1

